Comparative study of the two more frequent HFE mutations (C282Y and H63D): significant different allelic frequencies between the North and South of Portugal.
An earlier study of reference values of iron parameters in Portugal showed significant differences between populations from northern and southern villages. This study addresses the question of the geographical distribution in Portugal of the two main mutations (C282Y and H63D) of the hereditary hemochromatosis gene, HFE. For that purpose, a stratified sample of 640 anonymous dried blood spot samples was randomly selected from the major regions of Portugal: North, Center, Lisbon and the Tagus Valley, Alentejo and Algarve. Differences in the geographical distribution of these two mutations were observed thus confirming the presumed differences between the age of the two mutations which is compatible with the postulated Celtic/Nordic origin of the C282Y mutation. The finding of a significantly higher allelic frequency of the C282Y mutation in the North (0.058) than in the South (0.009) could also point to an effect of differential selective forces acting in the different geographical areas of the country. Data on archaeological, ethnographic and linguistic records and on the North/South distribution of Portuguese cattle breeds of European or African origin have also been reported. In addition to their interest for population genetics, the results represent a reminder of the need to take into account regional differences in the design of strategies for population screening of hereditary hemochromatosis.